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Short description of possible research topics for a PhD:
Anaerobic digestion (AD) is a microbial bioprocess of degradation of the organic matter
which ultimatelyproduces biogas rich in methane that can be converted to electrical and
thermal energy. It is used to recover different types of organic waste. However AD is very
sensitive to different types of perturbations that can lead to process failure.
In this PhD project we want to focus on perturbations of AD that can occur during codigestion of different substrates by using the omic methodologies. Laboratory experiment
simulating digesters disruption will be performed. DNA sequencing will enable to follow the
microbial dynamics after the perturbation and metabolomic analyses will describe evolution
of metabolic pathways. The analysis of these omics data by biostatistical toolswill allow
extracting the relevant correlations between the various types of data to identify the causes
ofthe failure and propose strategies of successful management to improve co-digetion. In
particular we want to set microbial indicators of optimal performance and warning indicators
of process failure.
Required background of the student: (Which should be the main field of study of the
applicant before applying)
Analytical chemistry or microbial ecology/molecular biology or experience in biotechnology
and bioprocesses engineering. Good knowledge of bioinformatics and biostatistics will be
considered positively as well as lab work experience.
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